
Future Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Moreover, he ___________________ any too comfortable for he is still
uncertain as to what Mr. Crowninshield may be planning to do with him.
1.

(not/feel)

won't be feeling

____________________________________ to that milk?2.
(how many eggs/you/want/?)

How many eggs will you be wanting

It is the second Sunday in the month, and the fountains
__________________.
3.

(play)will be playing

Crozier has also caution, on which dependence may be placed; and at
such a time of night he ____________________ unguardedly.
4.

(not/go)will not be going

On the streets of Monterey, when the air does not smell salt from the one, it
__________________ perfumed from the resinous tree-tops of the other.
5.

(blow)
will be blowing

All broadcasting has to stop, and every ship at sea, every air liner in this
part of the country ___________________-standing by.
6.

(listen)'ll be listening

One year from now you __________________ there as a guest, and
paying twenty-five dollars a week for your accommodation.
7.

(stay)
will be staying

You ____________________, no doubt, about your father and your uncle?8.
(wonder)

will be wondering

And if I remove beyond the reach of attentions to the University, or beyond
the bourne of life itself, as I soon must, it is a comfort to leave that institution
under your care, and an assurance that it ______________________.

9.

(not/want)
will not be wanting

This place is sowing the wind and it __________________ the whirlwind.10.
(reap)

will be reaping

Maybe it's information they _________________ about Dick.11. (want)'ll be wanting
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And look here; you ___________________ to the fire when you come
back; don't make it up with green wood, but pick up the pieces of the dry and
dead.

12.

(attend)

'll be attending

The sun __________________ it by day now.13. (rot)will be rotting

Our little Parisienne will get a frisson all right, all right, and such a one she
_____________________ any of again very soon.
14.

(not/want)'ll not be wanting

Just whip a whisky bottle under your arm, and they ________________
for no other invitation.
15.

(ask)
'll be asking

Because I know that in that way they __________________ not only the
geography, but the history of all the world!
16.

(study)
'll be studying

Me and Sam Barraclough's going off to Wymington now, in his motor-he
_________________ at this minute.
17.

(wait)'ll be waiting

I _______________ back again myself but Mr. Bancroft is coming shortly.18.
(go)

'll be going

So long as the love of the marvellous exists, there will be a certain
demand for quackery, and the supply ______________________.
19.

(not/want)will not be wanting

We ______________________; but alas!20. (not/want)will not be wanting
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